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Abstract
The Volterra series is a powerful tool in modelling a broad range of nonlinear dynamic systems. However, due to its
nonparametric nature, the number of parameters in the series increases rapidly with memory length and series order, with the
uncertainty in resulting model estimates increasing accordingly. In this paper, we propose an identification method where the
Volterra kernels are estimated indirectly through orthonormal basis function expansions, with regularization applied directly
to the expansion coefficients to reduce variance in the final model estimate and provide access to useful models at previously
unfeasible series orders. The higher dimensional kernel expansions are regularized using a method that allows smoothness and
decay to be imposed on the entire hyper-surface. Numerical examples demonstrate improved Volterra series estimation up to
the 4th order using the regularized basis function method.
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1 Introduction
In the field of system identification, data-driven mod-
elling of nonlinear systems poses unique challenges,
which can not be completely addressed by the already
well established linear identification theory. One of the
more significant issues in nonlinear identification is
choosing a model structure from the vast array of pos-
sible model classes, which can require significant prior
knowledge on the system.
The Volterra series provides a nonparametric represen-
tation for a broad range of nonlinear systems, and unlike
parametric models, requires only limited prior knowl-
edge to perform the series estimation. While the theoret-
ical advantages are clear, practical estimation of Volterra
series models is a challenging task [5]. The (truncated)
series can be seen as a high dimensional generalization
of the linear Finite Impulse Response (FIR), and much
like FIR models, longer memory lengths are required for
more accurate modelling. To compound this issue, the
Volterra series must also be extended to kernels of higher
dimension to capture the nonlinear behaviour of the un-
derlying system. This results in a large number of pa-
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rameters for estimation, with a corresponding high vari-
ance in the model estimates obtained in the presence of
measurement noise and finite data records.
Whilst large numbers of parameters are a distinct dis-
advantage for nonparametric models, several techniques
have been developed to address this for FIR models in
the linear case, and some of these methods have been ex-
tended to the nonlinear setting for low variance Volterra
series estimation. The so called ‘Bayesian regularization’
approach, introduced in [8], is one such method that
shows promise in a Volterra series context. In the linear
case, the variance of parameter estimates is reduced by
imposing some degree of smoothness and exponential de-
cay on the estimated impulse response, at the price of a
small bias. Recently it was shown that the same proper-
ties can also be imposed on impulse responses of higher
dimension [1]. Orthonormal basis function modelling [7]
is another applicable technique, since the Volterra series
can be expressed in terms of basis function expansions
[10]. However, placement of the basis function poles is
more difficult to optimize in multi-dimensional kernels
than in the linear case [3],[6].
The contribution of this paper is to propose the direct
regularization of basis function expansion coefficients, in
order to reduce the variance of model estimates and also
provide access to higher memory lengths and series or-
ders. While the concept of regularized expansion coeffi-
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cients has been explored for linear systems [4], its poten-
tial in the nonlinear setting is yet to be shown. This paper
motivates the use of regularization on multi-dimensional
basis function expansions, and provides a novel frame-
work for the separable optimization of hyperparameters
in the case of Laguerre and Kautz basis functions. Nu-
merical results show the proposed method performing
better than existing methods for low orders, while also
identifying models at previously unfeasible series orders.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the Volterra identification problem, while
Section 3 introduces the required background on orth-
normal basis function modelling. Section 4 gives details
on the regularization approach taken in this paper, and a
separable optimization method is developed in Section 5
for pole selection in Laguerre and Kautz basis functions.
The new identification methods are assessed in Section
6 through Monte Carlo simulations on several nonlinear
systems. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Sec-
tion 7.
2 Volterra Kernel Identification
Any causal, time-invariant and fading-memory nonlin-
ear system can be well approximated using a truncated
discrete-time Volterra series representation [2]. The se-
ries consists of a sum of Volterra kernels, where each ker-
nel acts on products of lagged input values. The resulting
model is linear-in-the-parameters, and can be estimated
in a least squares framework, but the large numbers of
parameters in the model can make the estimation quite
computationally intensive.
2.1 Volterra Model Description
For an input series u and noise-free output y0, we con-
sider the Volterra series model,
y0(k) =
M∑
m=1
[
nm−1∑
τ1=0
. . .
nm−1∑
τm=0
hm(τ1, . . . , τm)
τm∏
τ=τ1
u(k−τ)
]
,
(1)
where m is the dimension of the kernels, M is the maxi-
mum degree, hm(τ1, . . . , τm) is the m’th Volterra kernel,
nm is the memory length of hm, and τj is the j’th lag
variable for the kernel. For m > 1, the kernels can be
viewed as (hyper)surfaces, such as the second order ex-
ample of a resonant Wiener system shown in Figure 1.
2.2 Least Squares Identification
In this paper we assume that the input to the Volterra
system is deterministic, and that white Gaussian mea-
surement noise, e, is added directly at the output such
that the measured output, y, is given by
y(k) = y0(k) + e(k),
Fig. 1. Second order Volterra kernel of a resonant Wiener
system, and the two perpendicular regularizing directions,
(1,1) (solid) and (-1,1) (dotted)
where
e(k) ∼ N (0, σ2),
and y0 is the noise-free Volterra series output from (1).
The kernel coefficients can be expressed as parameters
in a least squares problem formulation,
YN = φ
T
Nθ + E, (2)
where N is the number of measurements, YN and E
are the vectors of output measurements and measure-
ment noise respectively, with φN the regressor matrix
corresponding to the vector of kernel coefficients, θ =
[hT1 , h¯
T
2 , . . . h¯
T
M ]
T .
For higher-dimensions, symmetry is enforced in the ker-
nels to ensure a unique representation [11]. The unique
kernel coefficients from hm(τ1, . . . , τm) are taken and
vectorized as h¯m before being placed in the parameter
vector, where the order of vectorization will determine
the form of the regressor matrix.
Under the assumed noise conditions, the Maximum Like-
lihood (ML) estimate of θ is given by the least squares
analytic solution,
θˆLS = (φNφ
T
N )
−1φNYN . (3)
3 Orthonormal Basis Function Representations
We consider two particular basis function sets, which
form a subset of the ‘Generalized Orthonormal Basis
Functions’ (GOBFs) [7]. They are the Laguerre Basis
Functions (LBFs) and 2-parameter Kautz Basis Func-
tions (KBFs).
2
3.1 Laguerre Basis Functions
LBFs are formed as a first order realization of the
GOBFs, and are parameterized by a single real pole. In
the z domain, the functions take the form [7]
Fi(z) =
√
1− |a|2
z − a
(
1− az
z − a
)i−1
, a ∈ (−1, 1). (4)
The Laguerre functions have a simple structure, but the
absence of complex poles in the basis yields non-compact
models for oscillatory systems [12].
3.2 Kautz Basis Functions
KBFs are generated from second-order filters, such that
complex pole pairs can be included to better model an
oscillatory response. A practical parameterization [13]
of 2-parameter Kautz functions is given as
F2i−1 =
√
1− c2(z − b)
z2 + b(c− 1)z − c
(−cz2 + b(c− 1)z + 1
z2 + b(c− 1)z − c
)i−1
,
F2i =
√
(1− c2)(1− b2)
z2 + b(c− 1)z − c
(−cz2 + b(c− 1)z + 1
z2 + b(c− 1)z − c
)i−1
,
(5)
where b, c ∈ (−1, 1).
3.3 Basis Function Expansions of Volterra Models
Applying orthonormal basis functions to a Volterra se-
ries model is a concept referred to as the Volterra/Wiener
approach [10]. For a kernel, hm, as defined in (1), the
basis function expansion can be expressed as
hm(τ1, . . . , τm)
=
Bm∑
i1=1
. . .
Bm∑
im=1
αm(i1, . . . , im)
m∏
j=1
fm,ij (τj),
(6)
where fm,l is the impulse response corresponding to the
l’th basis function of the m’th kernel’s basis, Bm is the
number of basis functions in the basis, and αm(·) is the
set of expansion coefficients. Equations (1) and (6) can
be combined to restructure the Volterra model, i.e.
y(k) =
M∑
m=1
[
Bm∑
i1=1
. . .
Bm∑
im=1
αm(i1, . . . , im)
m∏
j=1
ufm,ij (k)
]
,
(7)
where ufm,l is the input, u, filtered by the l’th basis func-
tion of the m’th kernel’s basis. Note the similarity in
structure between the models in (1) and (7), which moti-
vates the treatment of the expansion coefficient sets αm
as ‘basis function kernels’ in the domains of their cor-
responding bases. These new kernels can be much more
compact than their time-domain counterparts, provided
that the bases are carefully designed [3],[6].
Least squares identification of the αm kernels is possible
using the framework described in Section 2.2, with the
regressor, φf,N , now containing filtered input products.
For the vectorised set α = [αT1 , α¯
T
2 , . . . , α¯
T
M ]
T , we have
αˆLS = (φf,Nφ
T
f,N )
−1φf,NYN . (8)
4 Regularization of Kernel Estimates
This section first presents an overview of the Bayesian
regularization method from [8] and its extension to
higher-dimensional kernels as developed in [1]. We then
introduce a novel application to basis function kernels.
4.1 Regularized Least Squares
Considering the least squares problem outlined in Sec-
tion 2.2, the regularized least squares problem is defined
through the addition of a quadratic penalty on the pa-
rameter vector, θ, such that the optimization problem is
given by
θˆReLS = arg min
θ
‖YN − φTNθ‖22 + σ2θTP−1θ, (9)
where YN and φN are defined as in (2), and P is a reg-
ularization penalty matrix. Taking a Bayesian perspec-
tive, P can be interpreted as the prior covariance matrix
of a Gaussian parameter vector (i.e. θ ∼ N (0, P )). In the
FIR model case, P is designed to impose the prior knowl-
edge of smoothness and exponential decay in impulse
responses. There exists several tunable covariance struc-
tures to encode this prior information [9]. Here we will
consider the Tuned/Correlated (TC) structure, where
the x, y’th element of P is given by,
P (x, y) = βλmax(x,y),
β ≥ 0, 0 ≤ λ < 1, η = [β, λ]. (10)
The hyperparameters, η, are typically tuned via a
marginal likelihood maximization [8], given by
ηˆ = arg min
η
Y TN Σ
−1
Y YN + log det ΣY , (11)
where ΣY is the covariance matrix of YN obtained from
the joint distribution of [θ YN ]
T [8]. The solution to (9)
can then be computed as
θˆReLS = (P (ηˆ)φNφ
T
N + σ
2I)−1P (ηˆ)φNYN . (12)
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The noise variance, σ2, is not typically known a priori,
and must also be estimated. In this paper, we place this
variance in the hyperparameter vector, η, for tuning.
4.2 Regularization for Higher-Dimensional Kernels
An extension of the FIR regularization method to the
Volterra series was developed in [1], which relies on the
construction of separate penalty matrices for each kernel
in the model. If the least squares problem is formulated
as in (2), then the total penalty, P , in (9), is chosen to
be a block diagonal matrix,
P =

P1 0
. . .
0 PM
 , (13)
where Pm is the prior covariance of the m’th kernel [1].
While P1, being one-dimensional, can still be con-
structed using (10), the covariance structures for multi-
dimensional kernels must now impose smoothness and
decay along the entire (hyper)surface. The approach
suggested in [1] is to consider m perpendicular regular-
izing directions for the kernel hm, where one direction
is the vector (1, . . . , 1). The regularizing directions for
a second order resonant Wiener kernel are depicted in
Figure 1 as an example.
The regularizing directions for hm form a rotated co-
ordinate system which we will denote (v1m, v
2
m, . . . , v
m
m).
Using this coordinate system, standard covariance struc-
tures can be applied to generate a partial covariance for
each regularizing direction. For the TC structure applied
along direction vjm, the corresponding partial covariance
is given by,
P jm(x, y) = (λ
j
m)
max(x′,y′), (14)
where i′ is the coordinate of h¯m(i) on the vjm axis. If
h¯m(i) is associated with lag values τ¯ = (τ1, . . . , τm), then
i′ = 〈τ¯ , vjm〉. The total covariance matrix for the kernel
is produced through element-by-element multiplication
of the individual matrices [1], i.e.
Pm(x, y) = βm · P 1m(x, y) · . . . · Pmm (x, y). (15)
where βm is a normalization hyperparameter.
Using the TC structure, there are now m + 1 hyperpa-
rameters per kernel which contribute to the vector η
tuned in (11). The large dimension of the search space
and the non-convexity of the problem necessitate a
global optimization method.
4.3 Regularization for Basis Function Expansions
The parallels between time-domain and basis function
Volterra models have motivated the treatment of ex-
pansion coefficients as Volterra kernels in the domains
of their bases. A natural progression then would be to
apply regularization to these new kernels in the same
way it can be applied to standard Volterra kernels, i.e.
impose smoothness and decay along the hyper-surfaces
generated by the basis function expansions, using
αˆReLS = arg min
α
‖YN − φTf,Nα‖22 + σ2αTP−1α, (16)
where α = [αT1 , α¯
T
2 , . . . , α¯
T
M ]
T and P is constructed and
tuned as in the previous section. Indeed, the concept has
already been explored for linear FIR modelling [4], where
the TC covariance structure was applied in regularized
estimation of Laguerre coefficients.
5 Separable Parameter Selection for Laguerre
and Kautz Bases
When regularization is applied to basis function expan-
sions directly, the basis-generating parameters must be
tuned as well. One approach suggested for the linear case
[4] is to place the basis-generating parameters with the
existing hyperparameters in η, and tune them in the op-
timization of (11). For nonlinear identification, however,
we require a new basis for each kernel, and therefore sev-
eral sets of generating parameters. To limit the search
space of the non-convex optimization, we will develop a
separable method for estimating the optimal Laguerre or
Kautz basis function parameters prior to regularization.
5.1 Optimal Selection of Laguerre and Kautz Poles
When expanding Volterra kernels, the optimal generat-
ing parameters for Laguerre and Kautz bases were dis-
cussed in [3] and [6] respectively, where optimality is de-
fined by the minimization of error introduced from trun-
cation of the basis function expansions to a finite length.
In the Laguerre case, the optimal pole, a, for the basis
can be computed from an analytic function of the time
domain kernel, hm(τ1, . . . , τm) [3]. For the 2-parameter
Kautz case, no analytic solution exists, but sub-optimal
analytic estimates can be obtained by fixing b and op-
timizing c. In this paper, by searching through an ap-
propriately discretized space of b ∈ (−1, 1), we analyt-
ically compute the optimal c = c∗ for each b, and the
corresponding cost, Jm(b, c
∗) from [6]. The parameter
set which produced the global minimum for Jm is the
optimal choice for expansion of hm.
5.2 Algorithm for Separable Optimization
It is clear that optimal pole selection, as summarized in
Section 5.1, requires exact knowledge of the time-domain
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kernels, hm. Since the kernels are the quantities we are
required to estimate, we will instead employ a recursive
approach to the problem of optimizing basis function
parameters, which is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Optimization of LBF/KBF Parameters
Require: Data structures YN and φN from (2)
1: Obtain LS estimate of all kernels {hm}Mm=1 using (3).
2: Compute optimal basis function parameter/s for
each hm (outlined in Section 5.1).
3: Using the parameter/s from Step 2, obtain a LS es-
timate of the basis function kernels αm via (8).
4: Transform αm kernels to time-domain kernels, hm,
using (6).
5: Repeat Steps 2-4 until basis function parameter/s
converge within desired tolerance.
Remark 1 If the data length,N , is less than the number
of parameters to be estimated in Step 1, then the user can
instead initialize the algorithm by entering at Step 3 with
an initial guess of the basis function parameters. If N
is also lower than the number of required basis function
coefficients, then the algorithm cannot be used, and poles
should be included as hyperparameters in (11).
6 Numerical Simulation
A number of Monte Carlo simulation studies were con-
ducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed regu-
larized basis function method. The studies are performed
on systems with disparate dynamics, to emphasise the
different advantages of Kautz and Laguerre bases. The
basis function methods also permit estimation of higher
order kernels than their time-domain counterpart, due
to the compact nature of basis function representations,
and this is explored via third and fourth order systems.
6.1 Simulation Settings
All studies were performed on Wiener systems of the
form,
y(k) =
M∑
m=1
(
Bmq
−1
A(q)
u(k)
)m
+ e(k), (17)
where q is the forward shift operator, and e(k) ∼
N (0, σ2) is Gaussian output noise added in each real-
ization. Each term in the sum defines an m’th order
Volterra kernel, and each kernel possesses the same
denominator dynamics, with Bm scaling the kernel’s
contribution to the output.
The simulation studies differ both in the resonance of
the underlying linear filter, as well as the maximum ker-
nel order, M . Two second order (M = 2) systems were
Fig. 2. Normalized impulse response of the linear block for
Sys2a/Sys3/Sys4 (left) and Sys2b (right)
tested, with their dynamics given by
Sys2a: A(q) = 1− 1.8036q−1 + 0.8338q−2
Sys2b: A(q) = 1− 1.5q−1 + 0.8125q−2
‘Sys2a’ is almost critically damped, while ‘Sys2b’ has
a lower damping ratio. The impulse response for each
underlying linear filter can be seen in Figure 2. Studies
were also performed on two higher order systems, ‘Sys3’
(M = 3) and ‘Sys4’ (M = 4), which use the same un-
derlying filter as Sys2a, and approximately equal contri-
butions to the output from each kernel.
For each system and method, Monte Carlo studies were
performed at Signal to Noise Ratios (SNR) of 20dB and
5dB, with 100 system realizations per setting. The input,
u, is constructed as a Gaussian distributed signal with
unit variance, and the data length chosen to be N =
3412; only 30% longer than the minimum least squares
requirement for Sys2a and Sys2b.
The methods proposed in this paper were evaluated
alongside their unregularized counterparts, as well as
a direct time-domain approach. The details of each
method are:
(1) ReLS: The regularized least squares method (from
[1]) in the time domain, using (13), (14) and (15).
(2) LBF/KBF: Least squares estimation of LBF/KBF
coefficients using (8). Generating parameters are
pre-optimized using Algorithm 1.
(3) ReLBF/ReKBF: Regularized estimation of
LBF/KBF coefficients using (16) and Algorithm 1.
The time domain method was required to estimate each
kernel up to a maximum lag nm = 70, while the basis
function methods used a memory length of Bm = 15.
For Sys3 and Sys4, ReLS becomes too computationally
intensive to be feasible, hence only LBF and ReLBF
methods were tested for these cases. For all regular-
ized estimates, optimization of (11) was performed via
the GlobalSearch algorithm in MATLAB and using the
fmincon function to find local minima.
5
6.2 Results
For each Monte Carlo study, the estimation errors are
quantified with the validation error metric used in [1],
calculated by applying an input of length 50,000 to both
the true system and the estimated system and defining
‘normalised RMS error’ as,
ENRMS =
rms(yval − ymod)
rms(yval)
, (18)
where yval and ymod are the noise-less outputs of the
true and estimated system respectively.
The second order results, presented as boxplots in Fig-
ures 3 and 4, show significant improvements in output
prediction using ReLBF and ReKBF. The advantage
of Kautz functions for resonant systems is clear in the
Sys2b (low damping) results, with ReKBF outperform-
ing all other methods. For comparison, mean computa-
tion times are also provided in Table 1.
The validation errors for Sys3 and Sys4 are given in
Figure 5, which highlight the benefit of the regularized
methods in lowering model error to tolerable levels. At
these orders, the newly proposed method could obtain
estimates with reasonable accuracy and computation
time using a standard computer architecture, which was
not possible using exisiting methods.
Table 1
Mean computation times for 2nd order systems
Method ReLS LBF KBF ReLBF ReKBF
Time (s) 375.8 9.7 37.2 14.9 43.5
Fig. 3. Validation errors for Sys2a with SNR = 20dB (top)
and 5dB (bottom)
Fig. 4. Validation errors for Sys2b with SNR = 20dB (top)
and 5dB (bottom)
Fig. 5. Validation errors for Sys3 (left) and Sys4 (right)
7 Conclusion
This paper makes a novel proposal to combine the tech-
niques of basis function modelling and regularization for
the purpose of Volterra series estimation, and provides
the theoretical motivation for imposing standard covari-
ance structures on basis function kernels. To reduce the
complexity of the regularization cost function, a separa-
ble optimization method was designed for pre-selecting
Laguerre/Kautz parameters for each kernel. The perfor-
mance of the proposed estimation method has been com-
pared against unregularized estimates and estimates di-
rectly in the time-domain, with improved output predic-
tion in all test cases. Furthermore, the proposed methods
allowed access to computationally feasible and accurate
estimates at higher series orders than previously possi-
ble, even for low data length and high noise settings.
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